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Abstract
The understanding of the large-scale structure of matter in the universe can be
organized principally by two force fields – gravitational and magnetic fields. Gravity
gathers together material into moons, planets, stars, star clusters and galaxies.
Magnetic fields principally push plasmas apart creating their own hierarchy of
magnetized structures. The universe is full of distinctive magnetic forms that recur
on widely different scales and in lab, heliophysics and astrophysical contexts. To
organize this presentation of magnetically-defined structures, I put them in three
groups and draw from the field of heliophysics: current sheets (e.g., the heliospheric
current sheet); flux tubes (e.g., sun spots); and cells in which I include cavities (e.g.,
magnetospheres). The emphasis of this talk is on flux tubes, one of the fundamental
examples of the magnetic organization of matter. The talk will address why plasmas
organize around a small set of universal structures and provide examples on how
thinking about discrete structures can add to our understanding of the solarterrestrial relationship.
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